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We consider the van der Pol equation ti + qti + g(zi) + W~U = h in a form 
which respects the saturation effect [2, p. 154; 13, p. 1231, that is, we 
assume g to be a bounded function; one might think of g(r) = arctan( We 
give some criteria for the existence of subharmonic solutions and give 
sufficient conditions for the existence of continuous branches of solutions in 
case of a parametrized van der Pol equation. Thus we obtain some answers 
to questions raised in [9, Chaps. 18 and 19, pp. 462 and 4741 and answered 
there and in [S, Sect. 6, p. 851 by methods from the classical theory of 
differential equations with small parameters. The framework here is based on 
Cesari’s method [3] which has been extended and developed by numerous 
writers; Ref. [4] is a detailed survey. We follow the line of Ambrosetti and 
Mancini [ 1 ] and McKenna [ 7 ]. We are neither restricted to small parameters 
nor to a small slope of g near zero or near the point of inflection nor to a g 
of polynomial type near zero. 
The considerations concerning the existence of subharmonic solution rest 
upon the following theorem [ 14, Theorem 1.11: 
I. THEOREM. Let T be a selfadjoint linear operator in a separable 
Hilbert space H. Assume that T has discrete spectrum o(T) = o,(T) = {Aj: 
j E N} and corresponding orthogonal projections Pj onto ker(T - nj)* Let 
N: g(T) + H be a mapping which satisfies 11 Nu -NV 11 < L(ll T(I - cJCo Pi) 
(24 - v)ll’ + a* II Cr=ll pj(" - v)I12>“2 with suitably chosen a2 > 0 and 
0 <L < 1 for all U, v E g(T). Then for any f E 9(T)@~J=o 9(Pj) there is 
a Lipschitz-continuous function Pf: CJCO ~5Y(Pj) + CSZO CCZ(Pj) such that 
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Tu f Nu = f t w with I+I E CycO 9(Pj) has a solution in g(T) if and only if 
I”v) = w has a solution a, in CJ’zO 9(Pj). In particular %(I”) is connected. 
The function r’ is defined by r’o) = TfO(p) t ..a + r’,,(p) with r~,j(~) = 
(N(uAp)) t Tu,(p), qj) ‘pj, j = 0 ,..., m, {qj: j = 0 ,..., m) an orthonormal base 
of JJEO 9(Pj) and u,(q) the fixed point of the -mapping f- ’ (I- cJzO Pj) 
(-N(.) + f) + C!YO (9, qj) oj in g(T). Here T- ’ is the inverse of the 
mapping i? a(T)@ker(T,) --+ 9(T) with i% = Tu and g(T) is endowed with 
the norm I/U/I -= (11 T(Z- Cj”=o Pj) ~11~ t a* IICJEO Pju(12)“*. 
Some conclusions and some estimates are of interest. 
II. COROLLARY. Let the hypotheses in Theorem I be satis$ed. 
(a) The mapping (T + N): g(T) + H is surjective tf and only if the 
function Tr is surjective for any f E .9(T) 0 CJzO La(pj)* 
(b) For f, 7~ .5?(T) 0 C;CO 9(Pj) the functions r/, r3 satisfy the 
estimate Iiqd - rA(o)ll< (L/(1 -L)) Ilf -711. 
(c) For, ~7, @ E CJEO .a(Pj) we have (1 ukp) - u,(F)11 I< (a/(1 -L*)“*) 
I/V, - $11 and ll(I- Cj”=oPj><uX~> - uX@>>ll G <IIT-‘<I--CY=o?i>ll 
a/(1 -L2)“*) llrp - 63 
1. THE VAN DER POL EQUATION IN L,(O,2x//o). 
From the van der Pol differential equation we derive an operator T + N in 
L,(O, 274~) and show that this operator is surjective for any o > 0, wi # 0, 
q # 0 and any bounded nonlinearity g with bounded derivative g’. 
Define the linear operator T in L,(O, 2740) over R by 3(T) = 
{u E Wi(O, 274/w): u(O) = u(2lr/w), ti(0) = ti(27c/w)} and Tu = tit W~U. This 
operator T is selfadjoint and has discrete spectrum a(T) = ad(T) = {Aj = 
-WV* + 0:: j = 0, 1, 2,...} with corresponding eigenfunctions o(&, t) = 
(w/274”*, Pl(AjT t> = (w/n>“2 sin(jwt), 02(;lj, t) = (w/rc)“* cos(jwt). Its 
domain W(T) is contained in C’[O, 2x/w] and the embedding J: Q(T)+ 
C’ [O, 27r/w] is continuous for any norm on a(T) equivalent to the graph 
norm. By the choice of boundary values for u E 63(T) the periodic 
continuation of u and ti is continuous. 
1.1. PROPOSITION. Let T in L,(O, 271/w) be as above. Define N: G(T) -+ 
L,(O, 2x/w) by N(u)(t) = qu(t) t &u(t)), where q # 0 and g: R + R is a 
bounded, continuously differentiable function with 0 # sup{ Iq t g’(r)l: 
r E R ) = q, < cx). Then the operator T + N is surjective. 
Proof We show that the hypotheses in Theorem I and Corollary II(a) 
are satisfied. We choose the smallest n > 1, such that 20; + qf < n*co* and 
put P = CJrd Pi, where Pj is the orthogonal projection onto ker(T - nj). We 
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further choose the constant a* in Theorem I by a2 = 1 for n = 1, and by 
a* = qf(n - 1)’ fz0*(sup{q~0*k2/( wi - ~*k*)~: k > n})-’ for n > 1, and the 
constant L in Theorem I by L = (sup{q:w*k*/(wi - u2k2)*: k > n))“*. We 
then estimate l[Nu - NV I(* = Ii”‘” I &i(t)) - g(W)> + qti(O - qW)l* dt < 
4:11~-42 = qf(l1(Z-P)(zi - ti)ll’ + /P(ti - S)(l’). We know I(Pri -Pti(12 < 
(n - 1)’ w* JIPu -Ppul12 and ll(Z--P)(ti - ti)ll* = Cpzn w*k*{((u -v,9,(~,))~* 
+ I@ - VT ~*@,>)l’I* s ince we chose 2~: + qi < w*n*, we obtain (20~: + q:) 
w*k* < w4k4 + wz and consequently q:w2k2 < (-w*k* + wi)’ for any k 2 n 
and L < 1. Then qfw*k*{I(u-v, 91(~,))(2 + I(u -v, (PHI*} < 
L*{I(T(u - v), 9,(3L,J)l* + I(T(u - v), (PAIN} for k> n, so we have 
[IA% - NvlJ, Q L’(ll T(Z--P)(u - v)ll’ + a* IIP(u - v)ll’) and the hypotheses 
of Theorem I are satisfied. 
We have to compute &%‘(Z,). The function Z” maps 9(P) into 9(P). We 
choose the orthonormal base {9(&J} U {(ol(jlj), rp2(3Lj): j = l,..., n - 1) of 
.54?(P) and consider Z” as a mapping from the coordinate space with respect 
to this base into itself. Put s = (so, s,,, , si,* ,..., s,,- ,,, , s,- 1,2). Consider Z,(s) 
as column vector. Then ZJs) = (Zf,,(s), Z’ , i(s), Zr. I ,*(s) ,..., Zfn-, , , (s), 
r f,n-,,2(~))’ with Z”Js) = (M+(S) + XJk6 AjuJS), rp@,J) = &so + 
wjw 9@0)), rf,ds) = @qs) + CJZ ~j~~S>7 91(&J) = &us,,, + 
hs,., + wqsn all), rf,k,2(4 = wx4 + CJd wy (P~(U = 
-qkws,,, + )Lksk,* + (g(zi,(s)), 9*(A,J), for k = l,..., n - 1. Here UPS) is the 
unique fixed point in D(T) of ?-‘(I- P)(-N(.) +S) + s,,9(&J + 
Cj”sd {sj,lU,l(J-jzj) + sj,292(Aj)l* H ence Z” may be written as a diagonal matrix 
A of a 1 x l-matrix A, = A,, and (n - 1) 2 X Zmatrices Aj = (-&, “iY’>, 
and a column vector y(a) = (y,,(a), ri,i(*), ~i,2(*),..., Y,-i,i(*), Y,-,J(*))‘, 
where Y,,(S) = (g(lixs))9 rp(&)) and Yj,l(S) = (g(iAS)), U,l(Aj)>, Yj,*(S> =
(g(ti,(s)), 92(Aj)), that is, rxs) = As + y(s). Since the matrix A is regular and 
since 1 y(s)l/l s I + 0 uniformly for ( s I -+ co, by a Brouwer degree argument he 
mapping Z” is surjective. Hence, by Corollary II(a), T + N is surjective. 
If in case of g(0) = 0 and f = 0 we put tJ = 0 in Corollary II(c), then the 
estimate ll(Z- Cyzi Pj) +(9)/l = IIu~9) -911 < max{lw’j’- wil-‘: j> n} 
a(L/(l -L’)“*) ll9ll holds true, where n, a and L are determined according 
to the computations in the proof of Proposition 1.1 and 
II~-‘(Z-CJ:~Pj)ll =max{lw2j* -wil-i: j>.n}. Thus this estimate 
measures in norm the deviation of a truncated solution of Tu + Nu = To(9), 
namely, 9, from a true solution versus this truncated solution. In case of 
g(0) # 0 or f # 0 by this estimate it is only possible to measure the deviation 
of a truncated solution from a true solution with respect to a reference 
solution, e.g., to, u,(O) of Tu + Nu = f + rJ0); we have ll(Z - xi”:,’ Pj) ~4x9) 
- u,(O)11 < 11 T-‘(I - C;zd Pi)11 . (a/(1 -L*)“*) II9I(. Moreover, these 
estimates and the computations in the proof of Proposition 1.1 show “where 
to truncate” in order to get reasonable estimates, namely, at least at II as 
chosen above. 
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It is clear that by Theorem I one can handle nonlinearly perturbed Sturm- 
Liouville-operators T as long as the nonlinearity g is sublinear. Superlinear 
nonlinearities can only be handled locally, that is, by changing the 
nonlinearity for r with ]rj > r,, smoothly into a sublinear one and then 
considering r’p) for those 9 andfwith small ]((o/j and small ]]f]j. If D(T) is 
continuously embedded into C[O, 27r//w], then there are pointwise estimates 
on the fixed points u,(p), Consequently fixed points for the equation with the 
altered nonlinearity are those for the equation with the original nonlinearity 
for small (lo]] and small I]J]l. It is possible to give bounds on ]]ql] and l/f]] in 
terms of r0 and it is possible to determine r0 according to a prescribed size of 
o and f such that the procedure works for a superlinear nonlinearity. 
2. CRITERIA FOR THE EXISTENCE OF SUBHARMONIC SOLUTIONS 
Consider van der POPS differential equation 
zi’+qti+g(ti)+o+f, (1) 
where fE L,(O, 2nk/w) and f(t) = C,?& (fi,j sin@+) + fi,j COS(&OC/~)} 
with ]fi,k]’ + lf2,k]2 # 0. We call a solution u E W:(O, 27&/w) with u(0) = 
u(27ck/o) and G(O) = ti(2nk/o) of (1) 
(a) 
(I 
a subharmonic solution of order k, if (Jinklw u(t) sin(ot/k) dt)2 + 
iRkIW u(t) cos(wt/k) dt)2 # 0 19, Chap. 19, p. 4621, 
(b) an ultrasubharmonic solution of order (k/m) > 1, if (jinklw u(t) 
sin(jwt/k) dt)2 + (Jizklw u(t) cos(jc~f/k) dt)2 = 0 for j= l,..., m - 1 and 
(.c inklw u(t) sin(mot/k) dt)2 + (J”inklw u(t) cos(mot/k) df)2 f 0. 
In order to obtain criteria for the existence of subharmonic or ultrasubhar- 
manic solutions for the van der Pol equation we substitute o by w/k in 
Proposition 1.1 and then consider the operator T + N from Section 1 in 
L,(O, 27ck/o). F rom 
(24 + d>ln’, 
the proof of Proposition 1.1 we know that if (m2/k2) > 
we can choose cj’~~ Pi in Theorem 1.1. The function r, then 
maps RZn-’ onto R’“-‘. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. Let the hypotheses in Proposition 1.1 be satisfied with 
(W2/k2) > (20: + qf)/4. Let f E L,(O, 2xk/o) and assume (f, sin(u/k))2 + 
(A cos(o/k))2 = 0. 
(4 If Cd~AO)), Wwlk))2 + (g@,@)), cos(o/k))2 # 0, where uJ0) 
is the fixed point of ?‘(I - (PO + P,))(--N(.) + f), then there is a solution 
UPS) of 7’~ + NU =f with (aAs), sin(o/k))2 + (U,(S), cos(w/k))2 # 0. 
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(b) Assume (f, sin(@/k))* + (f, cos(j~/k)) = 0 for j = l,..., k - 1 
and (f, sin(w))’ + (f, cos(w))” # 0. Zf the condition in (a) is satisfied, then 
there is a subharmonic solution of order k of Eq. (1). 
Proof Since Zf: R 3 -+ R 3 is surjective and ZAO) # 0 by assumption, 
there is a s E R3 with Z’s) = 0 and s # 0. We have to show that 
s:,, + si,, # 0. For s,, = (so, 0,O) we get u,(s,,) = QO) + sOq@,) and ti,(q,) = 
~,@). Hence G&d= Y~,AsJ = Y,,,(O) = G,,,(O) and G,l,2W = Y~,~(sJ 
= 15,~(0) = G,,2W But d,,(O) + Y?,~(O) = @4W(W#V)~ sinWW* + 
(g(ti,(O)), cos(o/k))2) # 0. So Zxs) = 0 for some s with sf,, + s:,~ # 0. The 
fixed point U,(S) of p-‘(Z- (P,, + P,))(--N(e) tf) + s,,@,J + ~,,~rp,(A,) +
s~,~~~(A,) then solves Tu + Nu = f and (u,(s), sin(w/k))* + (U,(S), 
cos(w/k))* = (krr/W)(s:,, + s;,*) # 0. 
By the same arguments one proves 
2.2. PROPOSITION. Let the hypotheses in Proposition 1.1 be satisJed with 
(co*/k*) > (2~: + q:)/n’ for some n E {3,..., k}. Let f E L,(O, 2rrk/w) and 
assume (f, sin(jw/k)* + (f, cos(jm/k))’ = 0 for j = l,..., n - 1. 
(a> V Cj”Zi {W~O))~ sin(ju/k))* + (g(tiAO)), cos(jw/k))2 } # 0 
where u,(O) is the fixed point of T-‘(I - CJ:d Pj)(-N(e) + f ), then there is 
a solution uxs) of Tu + Nu = f with xi”:: {(u,(s), sin(jw/k))2 + (U,(S), cos 
CWkD* \ # 0. 
(b) Assume (A sin(jw/k))’ + (f, cos(jw/k))* = 0 for j = l,..., k - 1 
and (f sin(w))’ + (f, cos(w))’ # 0. Zf the condition in (a) is satisfied, then 
there is a subharmonic solution of order k or an ultrasubharmonic solution of 
order k/m, m E { 2 ,..., n - 1) of Eq. (1). 
From Corollary II(b) we know that IZ”O) - ZAO)l < (L/( 1 - L)) /If - Fll. 
Hyy, if CJ:: {(g(&(O)), $n(jw/k))* + (g(ziAO)), ;os(jm/k))t} # 0, then 
22, {i,g,‘t&O)), sindiw/k>> + (g($@)), cW+>> 1 it 0 for f close to f: 
2.3. COROLLARY. Let the hypotheses in Proposition 2.1(b) (Proposition 
2.2(b)) be satisfied and assume (g(z.iAO)), sin(o/k))* + (g(tiAO)), cos(w/k))2 
f 0 (CJ2 i (dzi,PN~ sin(jw/k))* + (g(u,(O)), cos(jco/k))2} # ,O). Then 
there is-a neighborhood UXf) in L2(OL2zk/w) such that for any f E We(f) 
with Pjf = 0 for j = I,..., k - 1 and Pkf # 0 there is a subharmonic solution 
of order k (a subharmonic solution of order k or an ultrasubharmonic 
solution of order k/m, m E {2,..., n-l})ofti+qu$g(2i)+o~u=J 
We give some criteria for the existence of subharmonic solutions using 
properties of the derivatives of the nonlinear function g. Define A: g(T) * 
L,(O, 2zk/w) by Au = ri, put P= CJ:d Pj, and B := {?- T-‘(Z- P) 
(-g’(O) - q)A}-’ T-‘(Z-P). 
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2.4. PROPOSITION. Let the hypotheses in Proposition 2.1 be satisfied. 
Assume that g is three times continuously differentiable with g”(O) # 0. Let 
f E L,(O, 2xk/o) satisfy P, f = 0. 
(a) If ((AlIf)‘, sin(w/k))’ + ((ABf)‘, cos(ca/k))’ # 0, then there is 
an E > 0, such that for a # 0, ]a] < E the equation Tu + Nu = af has a 
solution u&s) with P, u,ks) # 0. 
(b) Assume Pjf = 0 for j = l,..., k - 1 and Pkf # 0 and assume that 
the condition in (a) is satisfied. Then for a # 0, ]a/ < E there is a subhar- 
monic solution of order k for 2i’ + qu + g(u) + W~U = af 
Proof: We only consider the case ((ABf)*, sin(cu/k))* # 0; in case of 
((ABf )*, cos(cu/k))’ # 0 the proof is analogous. We define a function Hf: 
R -+ R by HAa) = (g(&#)), v,,(&>) = W/w)“’ (g(&@)), Wwlk)). 
Since u&O) = -g(O)/wi, we have H,(O) = g(0) &nk’w qol(,I,)(t) dt = 0. By 
the estimate IT,(O) - rj(O)i < (L/(1 -L)) jl f - f 11 in Corollary II(b) the 
mapping H, is continuous. 
We now show that H, is three times continuously differentiable with 
H;(O) = 0 and H;(O) # 0. Then Hf# 0 in a neighbourhood of zero and by 
Proposition 2.1 the equation li’ + qu + g(u) + W: u = TM + Nu = af for all 
a # 0, 1 al ( E has a solution u,,(s) with P, u,,(s) # 0 which under the 
assumptions in (b) is a subharmonic solution. We compute (d/da) H,(a) = 
(d/da)W,XO)), ~~(1,)) = (g’(%XO)) NW4 u,XO>>, vj(Al>). 
It remains to compute (d/da) u&O) and to justify the application of the 
chain-rule for differentiation with respect to a. We endow g(T) with the 
norma IIuI/-= (]]T(I- P) u]]‘+ a2 ]]Pu]]*)“*, where a* is chosen as in 
Proposition 1.1. Then the operator A: G(T)-, C[O, 27ck/w] with Au = ti is 
contimtous. So we c_an decompose the operator N: Q(T) --t L,(O, 27rk_lw) by 
N = N. A, where N: C[O, 27tk/m] + L,(O, 2zk/w) is defined by (Nu)(t) = 
g(u(t)) + qu(t). The mapping $ is continuously Frechet-differentiable with 
Frechet-derivative @’ where (G’(u) u)(t) = g’(u(t)) v(t) + qv(t). Since A is 
linear, the mapping N: Q(T) + L,(O, 2nk/ o is Frechet-differentiable with ) 
Frechet-derivative (N’(u) u)(t) 3 g’(Au(t))Av(t) + qAv(t) = g’(ti(t)) 
C(t) + qti(t). We know n,&O) = T-‘(I - P)(-N(uJ0)) + af). Since N is 
continuously Frechet-differentiable, we may differentiate implicitly and 
obtain (d/da)u,,(O) = {?- ?‘(I - P)(-N’(u,xO))} -’ T- ‘(I - P)J We 
further get (d/da)+(O) = (f- T’-‘(Z- P)(-g’(0) - q) A)-’ T-‘(I- P)f 
because z&(O) E 0. By assumption, P, f = 0, so we get by computation that 
P,((d/da) u,,xO)) = 0 and PI(A(d/da) u,JO)) = 0. Then (d/da) P, N(u,,(O)) 
= P,(d/da) N(u,,(O)) and (d/da) P,N(u,,,(O)) = 0, in particular (d/da) HAa) 
= (g’(&XO>> A((d/da) u,,@)), e(4)) and (d/da) HAO) = 0. 
We consider the second-order derivative (d2/da2)H,(a) = (d/da) 
((d/da) H&a) = (g”(u,#))(A(d/da)u,,@))*, ~~(2,)) + (g’(u,XO))(d2/da2) 
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Au,,(O), q,(,l,)). The mapping fl: CIO, 2nk/w] + L,(O, 27rk/o) is twice 
continuously Frichet-differentiable with second-order Frechet-derivative fi” 
where (Z?‘(U)(U, w))(t) = g”(u(t))u(t)w(t) and p(u) is considered as a 
bilinear mapping from C[O, 2nk/w] x CIO, 2rrk/w] into L,(O, 2zk/w). Again 
by implicit differentiation_ we get (d2/cfa2) uJO) = {f- p-‘(1-p) 
(-g’&#)) - 4) A I -’ T-V - P)(-g”(~,XO))(A(d/da) uaXO)PWa) 
z+(O))). By computation we obtain p,((d2/da2) u,,,(O)) = 0 and 
P,((d*/da*)Au,,,(O)) = 0. Hence (g’(li,~O))((d’/da*)Au,O)), cp,(&)) = 0. 
But (g”(ti,,(O))(A(d/da) z+,,(O))~, (p,@,)) # 0 because g”(0) = g”(z&(O)) # 0, 
((ABf)‘, qi(Ai))’ # 0 by assumption and ABf = A(d/da) u,,,(O). Hence 
(d2/da2) H,(O) # 0. Proceeding as above ,one shows that H, is three times 
continuously differentiable. Then by Taylor’s formula H,(a) # 0 in U,(O)\{ 0) 
for some E > 0. 
By the same arguments one proves 
2.5. PROPOSITION. Let the hypotheses in Proposition 2.2 be satisfied. 
Assume that g is three times continuously d@erentiable with g”(O) # 0. Let 
f E L,(O, 2xk/w) satisfv Pjf = 0 for j = l,..., n - 1. 
(a) IfCJY: {(ABf)*, sin(jw/k))2 + ((ABf)*, cos(jo/k))}* # 0, then 
there is an E > 0, such that for a # 0, 1 a 1 < E the equation Tu + Nu = af has 
a solution u,,(s) with Cj”:: Pju&s) # 0. 
(b) Assume Pjf = 0 for j= l,..., k - 1 and Pkf # 0 and assume that 
the condition in (a) is satisfied. Then for a # 0, (al < E there is a subhar- 
monic solution of order k or an ultrasubharmonic solution of order k/m, m E 
{L., n- l},for ti+qti+ g(ri)+o~u=af 
We give an example and show how to compute (ABf)2 in Propositions 2.4 
and 2.5. 
2.6. EXAMPLE. (a) If f(t) = (w/kx)“* (fi,i sin(jot/k) + &+ 1 ,I sin 
((j + 1) cot/k)) with j > 2,f,,, # 0 andfj+,,i # 0, then ((ABf)2, sin(w/k))2 + 
((ABf)‘, cos(w/k))* # 0 in Proposition 2.4. 
(b) If f(t) = (o/kz)“* (&,, sin(jwt/k) + A+,,,,, sin((j + m) on/k)) 
with j 2 n, 1 < m < n - 1, fj,i # 0 and fi,,,, # 0, then CJZ: {((ABf>2, 
sin(jo/k))* + ((ABf)2, cos(jo/k))2} #.O in Proposition 2.5. 
Proof. (a, b): We compute B$ We have ~-‘(l-P)(f,,,~l(i.,) + 
f;:,2V2(ki)) = (l/Ai)(f;:,lVl(Ai) + J;.,2V2tAi2i)) for i>n and V-TT-‘V - p> 
(-g’(O) - S> Al(hi,lPl(Ai) + hi,2V)2(Ai)) = (hi.1 - (g’(O) + S) iwhi,dk’i) 
(Ol(li> + (h&2 +_(g’(O) + 4) iwhi,,/kAi) P,(ni> for i> n. 
Hence {I - T-‘(I - P)(-g’(0) - q) A}-’ (h;I Al + hi,, q2(&)) = 
hi,,p,(Ai) + hi,,q2(Ai), where hi.1 = h;,, and hi.2 = hi.2 for (g’(O) + 4) = 0 
and i> n and hi,l = ((g’(O) + q) iw;l,k/(Afk* + (g’(0) + q)2 i’o’))(dikh;l/ 
(g’(O) + 4) io + hi,2), hi,2 = ((g’(0) + q) idik/(kfk* + (g’(0) + 9)’ 
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i202))(Aikh;: 2/(8’(O) + 9) iw - &J for (g’(0) + q) # 0 and i > n. Then 
B = {f- f-“(I - P)(-g’(0) - q) A } - ’ f- ‘(Z - P) maps eigenspaces R (Pi) 
onto R(P,) for i > n. For ABf we obtain 
= 
( 1 
g fj, lV2(3Lj) + fj+m,lV2CAj+m) for g’(0) + q = 0 
J 
and for g’(0) + q # 0 
AB(fi.1 Ul1tJ-j) + fj+m,l (Ol(~j+m>> 
= 
(g'(O) + q)Mjk fj.1 
(Lfk* + (g’(0) + q)* j”w*) (g’(0) + q) lp2(V 
By the addition rules for trigonometric functions we get 
(aPl(Lj> + bl('j+m> + V2tAj) + dy12(Aj+m>)2 
X iab(yl*(Am) - V2('2j+m>> + Cd(V)2(12m) + (D2(A2j+m)) 
Putting a, b, c and d corresponding to the coefficients of o,(Aj), ol(Lj+,,J, 
(p2(Aj) and 02(Aj+,) in ABf we see that in case (a), that is, m = 1, ((ABf)‘, 
sin(o/k))2 + ((ABf)‘, cos(o/k))2 = (-ad t b~)~ + (ab t cd)2 # 0 and in 
case (b), that is, m E (l,..., IZ - l}, ((ABY)‘, sin(mo/k))2 t ((ABf)‘, cos 
(mm/k))’ = (-ad + lx)2 + (ab + cd)2 f 0. 
We determine an upper bound for Cy:: IIPju,(s)l/’ when U,(S) is a subhar- 
monic or ultrasubharmonic solution. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. Assume that s solves T,(s) = 0 in Proposition 2.1 or 
Proposition 2.2. Then 
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n-1 
;, (Sj’.l + 4J) 
< sup 1 n$ (y;,,(s) + y;,2(s)): s E R*“-’ 
i’ 
tnin{lA;‘l~*: l< j<n - l), 
.I 1 
where (AJ:‘(-2 = Af + (jwq/k)2. 
ProoJ If s solves T;(S) = 0, then AjSj = yj(S), i.e., 
where Aj and yj,i are defined as in the proof of Proposition 1.1, sj = (si,r, sj,,) 
and IA,: ’ I- ’ = (1: + (@q/k) ) 
CJ’Cl’ IlPj~JS)ll’* 
* ‘12. Then CJ:: (sj’ i + ~j’,~) = Cj”:i Isj12 = 
A ssume JJyzi (Sj12 > SUp{~J!~~ Il/j(S)l*: SE R*“-‘}/min 
{IAJ’I-~: 1 <j< n - l}, then CJ:: lA~‘l-* Isj/* > sup(CJ’:: Iyj(s)12: 
s E R2”-‘} and (J$:: (Aj~j(2)1’2 >(Cj”=i Iyj(s)12)“‘. Thus T’s) = 0 implies 
the asserted inequality. 
By the critical point theory for real-valued functions one might compute 
criteria for the existence of subharmonic or ultrasubharmonic solutions in 
case of a finite sumf=fl+f2-t.DS + f, of pairwise orthogonal functions 
fj. Then one has to consider Hf: Rm + IF? with H,(a,, a*,..., a,) = 
(g(C a,f,+a’2f2+. . +,m,P>)¶ sin(wlk>)* 
If (u2/k2) > (20: + qf)/n’ with smallest n* > k2, then for f = 
Czk Ifj,*91CAj> +fj,2P2(Aj)l we split f into f, + f2 with f, = 
Cj”Zk! {&,I 91tAj) + fz,j(P2('j)l and f2 = f - f,. We then seek solution of 
I;Js>=f foff=(0,0,...,fk,l,fk,2,...,fn-I.l,fn-2,2),f~,l +f,i,2#09 solutions 
with si,, + ST,, # 0 in case of subharmonic solutions of order k and with 
sj,, + s,!,, = 0 for j = l,..., m - 1 and si,, + s;,~ # 0 in case of ultrasubhar- 
manic solutions of order k/m. We wish to apply the implicit function 
theorem to the function rf*, so we show that rf, is continuously Frechet- 
differentiable. 
In the proof of Proposition 2.2 we used the fact that N: a(T)+ 
L,(O, 2rrk/w) is continuously Frechet-differentiable. Thus we may differen- 
tiate uf2(s) with respect to s,, and s~,~, j= l,..., n - 1, i= I,2 and obtain 
(a/&,> u&) = {fr f; ‘(I- p)(-q&Js> - g(&Js>>) A I -’ ul&> and 
(a/t%,,,) u,~(s) = {I - T-‘(I - P)(-@f2(s) - g(tif*(s))) A } -’ Vi(nj>* The 
continuous partial derivatives of rf,, j,i then for i = 1, 2 are 
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Concerning the existence of subharmonic or ultrasubharmonic solutions we 
get 
2.8. PROPOSITION. Let the hypotheses in Proposition 1.1 be satisfied. 
Assume (w2/k2) > (2~: + qt)/ n2 with n2 > k2. Let f E L,(O, 2nkJw) satisfy 
cj”=; Pjf = 0. If s is a solution of P’s)=0 with s:,, +si,,#O 
(sj, 1 + ST,, f 0 for some j E { l,..., k - 1)) and moreover a regular point of 
T’, then there is an 6 > 0 such that for t = (0, i) = (0 ,..., 0, t,, , , t,,, ,..., t,- , ,, , 
t np ,,2) with t:, , + ti,2 # 0 and ) i( < 6, there is a subharmonic solution of 
order k (a subharmonic solution of order k or an ultrasubharmonic solution 
of order k/m, m E (2,..., k-l}) for ti+qti+g(ti)+w~u = f + 
CyZi {tj,lP*(Aj) + tj,2V*(kj)l* 
Proof Consider the function H,: iR’“-’ X R2(npk’+ I?‘“-’ with 
HAS, s) = rks) - t. Then H,(s, 0) = Tks) and the function H, is continuously 
differentiable with VIHxs, 0) = VJks). Since s is a regular point of r,, by 
the implicit function theorem there is a continuous function g from 
U,(O) c IRZcnmk) into IR2’-l with S(0) = s and H 
i( 
i(i), i) = 0. The continuity 
of 5 implies that s!,,(Z) + s:,~@) # 0 (sT,r(i) + ~~,~(i) # 0 for some j E {I,..., 
k- 1)) for i. with ItI <J<E. 
Corresponding to Propositions 2.4, 2.5 and 2.8 one can give criteria for 
the existence of subharmonic and ultrasubharmonic solutions when the 
nonlinearity g satisfies g”(0) = . . . = g’“-“(O) = 0 and g’“‘(O) # 0. We only 
state the result corresponding to Proposition 2.4. 
2.9. PROPOSITION. Let the hypotheses in Proposition 2.1 be satisfied. 
Assume that g is (m + I)-times continuously differentiable with bounded 
derivatives. Let f E L,(O, 2zk/o) satisfy P, f = 0. 
409,/102/l-IO 
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(a) If ((ABf)“, sin(w/k))’ + ((A@/)“, cos(w/k))* # 0, then there is 
an E > 0 such that for a # 0, /al < E the equation Tu + Nu = af has a 
solution u&) with P, u,,(s) # 0. 
(b) Assume Pjf = 0 for j= l,..., k - 1 and Pkf # 0 and assume that 
the condition in (a) is satisfied. Then for a # 0, Ial < E there is a subhar- 
monic solution of order k for ti + qzi + g(u) + CO: = aJ: 
The proof of this proposition is by investigation of the function Z+ as 
defined in the proof of Proposition 2.4. Here one gets H;(O) = H;(O) = ... = 
HP-‘)(O) = 0 and H:m’(O) = gCm’(0) ((ABf )“, sin(cu/k)). From Taylor’s 
formula and Proposition 2.1 then follows the result. 
Example 2.6(a) together with Proposition 2.4(a) at least for a van der Pol 
oscillator explain the phenomenon termed “fundamental tracking” or 
“missing fundamental” in psychophysical acoustics [ 10, p. 431. That is, as a 
fact from audition, at suitable level of loudness and for frequencies 
o E (w,, wJ the acoustic excitation by a, sin(jot/k) + a, sin((j + 1) wt/k) 
with j > 2 leads to the acoustic perception of essentially b, sin(wt/k) + 
b, cos(ot/k). This phenomenon was well known to musicians in former times 
for instance to Vogler, to mention one who is usually not referred to [ 12, 
pp. 149 and 1631. Its discovery is attributed to Sorge and Tartini (6, 
p. 2541. The physicist Helmholtz explained this phenomenon as a conse- 
quence of a nonlinear effect in the inner ear, which he described by the 
nonlinear differential equation C(t) + wiu(t) +/h*(t) = a, sin(&t/k) + a2 
sin((j + 1) ox/k) [6, p. 6461. Meanwhile experiments have been made the 
results of which oppose this explanation [ 10, p. 421. Nevertheless, the 
differential equation above often exhibits subharmonic response: For a 
bounded, sufficiently often continuously differentiable function g with 
bounded derivatives instead of g(r) = /3r’ and the nonresonance case, that is, 
UJ~ # j*w*/k* for all j E N, one can handle this differential equation the same 
way as the van der Pol equation and obtain results corresponding to the 
propositions and the example in this section. 
In the resonance case, that is wi = jiw*/k* for somejo E N, the difficulty 
is to assure that the function Tr resp. the functions r,, attain the value 0 at 
all. For monotone g and sufficiently small sup{] g’(r)l: r E R } one can show 
that r’ may be chosen as rf: R* + R*, that ,%(r,) is independent of 
f E S(T) and that 0 E .%?(r,) ]8, 14, Example 2.l.a)]. In this case the 
procedure proposed for the nonresonance case works. 
3. SYNCHRONISATION 
We consider the behaviour of the solutions for Tu + NU + ,UU = ti + gti + 
g(C) + (02 +,B) u = h in L,(O, 27r/o) when ,U varies in (-6, s). Let 
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u(cu2) E g(T) be a solution of ri’+qti + g(zi) + o’u=/z. We say that 
synchronisation through u(w’) takes place if there is a continuous function 
u’: (-6, E) -+ g(T) w ere h 0 < E < 6, such that U’(D) solves Tu + Nu + 
(02 +p)u = h and u’(0) = u(w”) [9, Chap. 18, pp. 441 and 4391. Since g(T) 
is continuously embedded into C[O, 27r/w] as well as into L,(O, 27c/o), this 
function u” may be looked upon as a continuous function into C[O, 27c/w] and 
into L,(O, 27c/w). 
Similarly to Theorem I in case of a nonlinearity N: J x @(T) --f H, where 
J c R is the domain of a parameter ,B, one can prove [ 151: 
III. THEOREM. Let T, Pj as in Theorem I and let JC R be a domain. Let 
N:J~~(T)-rHbeamappingwith)~N~,u)-N~’,u)~~~Ofor~~~‘aand 
every u E G?(T) and IIN& V) - N(,u, v)ll’ < L’(I((T(I- cj”=O Pj)(u - v)/[’ + 
a2 IICJ=oPj(u - v)ll’> f or u, v ED(T), ,u E J, where a2 > 0 and 0 < L2 < 1. 
Then for any f E 9(T) 0 CJzO 9(Pj) there is a continuous function Tr: 
J X C,y=o ca(Pj) + Cy=o c 5%’ P ) ( j such that the range Tr is connected and 
(i) the equation Tu + N(tt, u) = f + w with w E Cj”zO 9(Pj) has a 
solution u, in S?(T) tf and only I$ the equation P&, V) = r(/ has a solution 
vlfi E Cf=O ~a(pj>, 
(ii) pairs (u, uu) and (,a, 9,) from (i) are in one-to-one correspondence. 
Concerning the differentiability of r, it is true [ 151: 
IV. THEOREM. Let T in L,(O, 274~) over R be a selfadjoint operator 
with discrete spectrum a(T) = ud(T) = {Ij: j i N ). Let the norm on 53(T) be 
chosen by I( u /I -= (II T(I- P - CT= 1 Pj)(u - v)lj2 + a2 /l(P + Cs= 1 Pj) 
(u - v)lJ2)“2. Assume that N: J x G??(T)+ L,(O, 2~40) is defined by 
N(,u, u)(t) = g(,tt, Au(t)), where the linear mapping A maps g(T) continuously 
into L,(O, 274~1.1) with norm /[AI) and further maps G(T) continuously into 
L,(O, 277/w) and where g: J x R + R is continuously dtfirentiable with 
wII(W+) s@, r)(: P E J, r E R} GM, < ~0, Ml I/A II < 1 and sup{((a/&> 
dp,r>l: PEJ,, r E K, } < L(J, , K,) < co for compact J, c J and compact 
K, c R. Then N: Jx g(T)+ L,(O, 274/w) and T”: Jx C;:d 9(Pj)+ 
CT:; .5??(Pj) are continuously Frechet-dtflerentiable. 
We take the operator T in L,(O, 2x//w) as in Proposition 1.1, choose J = 
(-6, S) and define N: J x 8(T) --t L,(O, 271/w) by N&, u)(t) = N, u(t) + 
N,(,u, u)(t). Here N,u(t) = g(u(t)) + qu(t) = g(Au(t)) + qAu(t), where 
Au = ti and g: R + R is continuously differentiable with sup{1 g’(r) + ql: 
r E R } = q1 and N2($, u)(t) =,uu(t). We seek the smallest n > 1 which 
satisfies 4(20: + qi) < co2n2 and 4 1 612 < (w’n’ - wi) simultaneously and 
put Lz = max{sup{q:W2k2/(Wi - w2k2)2: k > n}, sup{(wi - co2k2))*: 
k~n}}anda=(q,(n-l)o+)6j)L-‘.ThenL2<~andbytheestimatein 
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Proposition 1.1 we know q1 11 ti - ti 11 < L(ll T(I - CJ:d Pj)(u - u)ll* + 
a* IIc;:; Pj(U - u)l1*)“*. Computation shows that \pl* I(u-uu(I* < (?I(* 
llC4@ - 412 + 1~12 sup{(~*k* - &)-*: k > n} 11 T(I- CJ:; Pj)(u - v)l\’ 
for P E J. Hence IIMp, u>(t) - N01, v>(Ol < q1 II G - c II + IPI II u - VII < 
(L + L)(ll r(1- Cy:,r Pj)(u - u)ll’ + a* II JJJ:,’ Pj(u - ~)ll*)“* for p E J with 
L + L < 1 and the hypotheses in Theorem III are satisfied. In CT:; R(P,) 
we choose the orthonormal base {v)(&)} U {qi(kj): i = 1, 2, j = l,..., n - 1). 
The function T,, in the coordinate space with respect o this base, then has 
the representation r,(u, s) = v-f,O@Y Sk rf,l,,olY s>, q,1,2049 SL 
Gn-l.l013 S>Y ~.,n-1.2CU3 s>>', where rf,ool, s) = (A, +P> so + (g@,h s)), 
YGJ), r',j,lOl, S) = (lj +P> sj.1 + SiOSj.2 f (g(~&S))~ rP,(Aj)) and 
rf,j,*@9 S> = (-4iw) sj,l + (Aj +P) sj,2 +, (g(ij& s>>~ Pp2(Izj)) for j= 1~***~ 
n - 1, where u,@, s) is the fixed point of T- ‘(I - cJ:J Pj)(-N(/t, .) + f) + 
SOP(&) + Cj"Z: {sj,lq,(nj) + sj,*ul*(nj>} for s= CsO, s1,13 s1,23.**3 sn-1,13 
S n--1,2). By the properties of A and gi(r) = g(r) + qr and g2@, r) =,ur from 
Theorem IV we infer that the mappings N, and N, are continuously Frechet- 
differentiable. Then N = N, + N, and r’ are Frechet-differentiable. 
Substituting Aj by (Aj + p), f2 by f and zi,,(s) by ti+‘,u, s) in the formulas 
preceding Proposition 2.8 gives the partial derivatives of rf,o and Tr. j,i with 
respect o so and s~,~. By V,r&, s) we denote the (2n - 1) X (2n - 1)matrix 
of these partial derivatives at 01, s). 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let T in L,(O, 27t/w), J, N and the constants n, a, L 
be as above. Assume that u,(uo, s) E g(T) is a solution of Tu + N(,uo, u) = 
f + w with w = r’,cUo, S) CP&) + CYi: K”,j,lcUo, S> cPl(Ajzj) + rf,j,2010, S> 
P2tnj>la If vsrfcuoy > s is bijective, then there is a continuous branch of 
solutions for Tu + N(u, u) = f + w through u&to, s). 
Proof Since Vsrho, s) is invertible, by the implicit function theorem 
there is a mapping 5: U,bo) + E?*“-’ with S&,) = s and r,J,u, 3@)) = r,cUo, s). 
From Corollary II(c) follows II u,Q, H@)) - u&, @‘))I1 * < (a/( 1 - L2)“‘) 
I/S@) - ;($)[I. Computation shows Iju,Q, S&‘)) - u,(,u’, S@‘))ll - < 
(1 -L)-’ II N@, u#‘, iti’))) - N@‘, u,@‘, S@‘)))& By the continuity of i 
and by the assumptions in Theorem III we infer )I u,J,u, S@)) - 
u,(p’, S@‘))ll- 3 0 for p + ~1’. Hence zZ: U,@,) + g(T) with u’(p) = 
u&, s”(lu)) is continuous and u’(p) solves TU + N(,u, u) =f+ w. 
If in Proposition 3.1 we choose T with W: = w2 and p. = 0, then in 
det(VJ’0, s)) # 0 we have a sufficient condition for synchronisation 
through uk0, s). If further P, u,-(O, s) # 0 or Cj”i: Pju,(O, s) # 0, then by the 
continuity of c the same is true for u,@, S(u)) for 1~1 < E < 6. So combining 
Proposition 3.1 with the results from Section 2 we get 
3.2. PROPOSITION. In L,(O, 2nk/w) let T with co: = co2 and N satisfy the 
hypotheses in Proposition 3.1. Assume that for f E 9(T) 0 Cj”zd pa 
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u,(O, s) E g(T) is a subharmonic solution of order k (an ultrasubharmonic 
solution of order k/m) of Tu + N(0, u) = f + w, where Cj”:i { (f + y, 
rPICAj))’ + (f + W? v)2(Aj))21 =O and (f+ v/, ~,&J)' + (ft w 
cp,(A,))” # 0. Zf V,rxO, s) is invertible, then there is a continuous branch of 
subharmonic solutions of order k (of solutions u,(u, S(u)) with 
CT:: Pju&, S(p)) # 0) through u,(O, s), that is, synchronization takes place. 
The condition V,rxO, s) invertible means that s is a regular point of TAO): 
R “- ’ + R “- ‘. By Sard’s theorem [ Ill, in the sense of Lebesgue-measure, 
for a.e. t E I?‘“-’ the solution set r’O)-’ (t) consists of regular points. This 
implies the genericity of synchronisation. 
3.3. PROPOSITION. Let the hypotheses in Proposition 3.1 be satisfied. 
Then for a.e. VJ E CJ:,’ 9(Pj) there is a continuous function u’: 
(-6, F) + g?(T) such that $,u) solves Tu +- N(,u, u) = f + y. 
A condition which prevents the existence of a continuous branch of 
solutions is given in 
3.4. PROPOSITION. Zf at (uO, s) there is a local extremum for one of the 
functions PfO, T”,,i,i, then t&, s) is an isolated solution of r&, i) = r/cu,,, s) 
and u&t,,, s) is an isolated solution of Tu t N(u, u) = f + w, where w = 
rf.o@o~ s) P(&> + c.y-l’ Ir,..i.Icuo~ s> %@j> + rf,,i,2010~ s> 92(4)1. 
The knowledge of higher-order derivatives allows characterization and 
investigation of singular points of r, and singular points in solution sets 
r;I(r/cuo,s))dx R . ‘“-I This way, by computing derivatives of r, up to 
the second order, semilinear operators T t N are investigated with respect to 
turning points in T~‘(T/cuO, s)) via classical Morse theory in [ 151. 
Instead of N2(,u, u)(t) =pu(t) in Proposition 3.1 one may choose any 
parametrized perturbation N,@, u)(t) = ,ug2(u(t)) where g, : R + R is 
continuously differentiable with sup{] g;(r)/: r E R} = q2 < co. The function 
Tr then has the components J’,,& s) = loso t (g(ti,@, s)) t ,ug,(u&, s)), 
(D(&>>, rf,j,,ol, s> = Ajsj,l + qiwsj,2 f (g(zil,cu~ s>> + Pg2("j@3 s))~ VICAj)) 
and r’.&, S> = -tiusj., + Ajsj.2 + (g(cfi, ~1) + Pgz(u&, s>>, cO,(Aj)) for 
j = l,..., n - 1, i = 1, 2, and s = (so, s ,,,, s~,~ ,..., s,~,,i, s,-,,,). Propositions 
3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 hold true for this kind of nonlinearity N(u, u)(t) = N,(u)(t) + 
N2CuT u)(t)- 
By expanding Theorems III and IV on nonlinear perturbations depending 
on two parameters it is possible to investigate such perturbed equations by 
functions T’: J, x J, x IR’“-’ + fR2”-‘. 
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